
Eduardo Kac’s work encompasses many genres. He is internationally recognized for his media 

poetry, telepresence, transgenic and bio artworks. A pioneer of telecommunications art in the pre-

Web 1980s, he emerged in the early ’90s with radical works combining telerobotics and living 

organisms. At the dawn of the twenty-first century Kac opened a new direction for contemporary art 

with his “transgenic art”–first with a groundbreaking transgenic work entitled Genesis (1999), which 

included an “artist’s gene” he invented, and then with his fluorescent rabbit called Alba (2000). His 

visionary integration of robotics, biology and networking explores the fluidity of subject positions in 

the post-digital world 

  

 

Richard Bright: Your career has covered wide conceptual and philosophical terrains, can we begin 

briefly with your background in experimental literature and communications, and how this led to 

your early performance pieces? 

Eduardo Kac: I grew up in the 1960’s, and was a young man in the 1970’s. In 1976, when I was 

fourteen, I started to read seriously. The late 70’s was a period of intense reading for me, a period of 

engagement with poetry. Poetry always spoke to me in a very primeval manner. Poetry is condensed 

language, and I got it at a young age. I got it and I loved it, and it spoke to me in a very poignant 

manner. I understood that I wanted to do that, I knew that I was too young, but I knew that this was 

in my future somehow. So, I kept studying and reading, and obviously writing, very youthful 

attempts at it! I read more and more. I read several languages, I devoured modern poetry – late 

Nineteenth Century French poetry and also the Avant-garde. I realised that poetry had already 

stepped outside of the purely verbal boundary. That was a revelation when discovering Cummings 

and Futurism and all these other movements and individuals that had, at that point, already crossed 

into the visual domain. This resonated with me in a very profound way because I grew up with 

television and comics; those were my two favourite modalities. This realm in which text, sound and 

image more than coexist, they form a new unit; that made so much sense to me. 

………………. 



 

Não!, 1982/84 – Created in 1982 and presented on an electronic signboard in 1984 at the Centro 

Cultural Cândido Mendes, Rio de Janeiro (in Portuguese). “Não!” is organized in text blocks which 

circulate in virtual space at equal intervals, leaving the screen blank prior to the flow of the next text 

block. The visual rhythm thus created alternates between appearance and disappearance of the 

fragmented verbal material, asking the reader to link them semantically as the letters go by. The 

internal visual tempo of the poem is added to the subjective performance of the reader. The poem 

was realized on a LED display. 

………………. 

The idea that poetry would not do that, all of a sudden became absurd. I recognised that these early 

attempts at taking poetry to another level, another domain of intersemiotic transit, were a reflection 

of the time, of the 20’s, 30’s, 40’s and 50’s, but they were also attempts to overcome the limitations 

of the time. Then I realised that by 1982, when I made my first digital poem, and ’83 when I made 

my first holographic poem, those were already direct manifestations of my awareness of the fact 

that a new chapter in the history of poetry was there to be written, had to be written. That was not 

a reflection of the present, but rather the first bricks in this new building which was going to be the 

future. In other words, I saw on the horizon that there was a new culture to be created; what we 

now call the digital culture. I wanted to participate actively in the creation of this new culture. I was 

convinced that poetry had a place in it and I wanted to write that poetry. 

RB: And this was in 1983/84? 

EK: 1982 was the first digital poem, ‘83 was the first holographic poem, and ‘85 was my first poem 

online, digital but online, with French Minitel system. At that point I had already pushed poetry into 

the domain of media. I realised that I could pursue media-art as an independent exploration. I’ve 

always been interested in the question of communication processes. I gained an insight early on that 

communication processes lie at the heart of everything there is. Meaning that, when you think about 

something so small as unicellular organisms, if they did not communicate they could not have 

evolved into a multi-cellular creature, like us. When you think about the multi-cellular creature, if it 

did not communicate with other similar individuals, there would be no society; be it human or non-

human. Then of course you have non-semiotic communication, as when something as large as a rock 

that blocks the entrance to a cave. Then cold wind enters the cave and affects the dynamics of the 

life that exists in this cave; there is no intention or deliberate action, but none-the-less, the 

temperature from the outside is suddenly communicated into the inside. I think that communication 

is a fundamental process and I thought that this insight had not been fully explored in art or poetry. 

http://www.ekac.org/no.html
http://www.ekac.org/multimedia.html
http://www.ekac.org/holopoetry.html
http://www.ekac.org/nao.html


 

Eduardo Kac: ADRIFT 
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Multicolor computer holographic stereogram (WL transmission) 

1991 

Collection Ruth and Marvin Sackner, Miami 

The works I have been making have enlarged this field that I carved for myself in terms of poetry and 

art practice. Initially, language was a domain that interested me. For language to enable social 

communication, it has to operate according to certain parameters. Poetry, by definition, defies that. 

But, if I were to defy even the parameters of the poetry that I have historically received, to the point 

of dissolving recognition of the poem as a finished object, for example, then the language in the 

poem could be the object of negotiation. So, how would this potential re-configuration of language, 

or, to put it in linguistic terms, if I were to compose my poem, not in the systematic axis, but in the 

telematic axis, how would that propel poetry? 

I would do this dynamically, which I cannot do on paper. It has to exist holographically, virtually, 

through the internet and so forth. How would this carve a new path for poetry? By pushing that 

question into the media that I had to use, to dynamically give you the lived experience of language in 

this new circumstance that you have not experienced before was when I realised I really had crossed 

to another realm of practice. Then I noticed that I could do that with other language. In other words, 

I could explore communication with video phones and fax machines but, do that visually I could use 

the logic of language, but without language. I created a whole series of artworks that were 

predicated on that idea. 



 

Eduardo Kac: HODIBIS POTAX (Poetry Anthology) 2007 

From this initial early 1980 performance Big Bang, two universes were created. One was in poetry, 

the other was in the visual arts. I didn’t really come up with a ‘theory of everything’ until 2006/07. I 

was always very intrigued by the fact that I had pursued these two lives very separately. Usually, 

those who have a life in the realm of experimental writing know reasonably well my digital and 

holographic poetry, but not really my art practice. The reverse is also true; very few people in the 

arts have any idea that I have a separate life in poetry. I hoped I had this desire that one day they 

would come together, but you can’t force this. If it happens, it happens naturally. By 2006/07 they 

crossed again. I had been developing a series that joins, for the first time in a very indistinguishable 

manner, exactly what led me to create this new type of poetry, and what led me to create this new 

type of art. 

RB: Physicists talk recently about information being more fundamental than particles, that is, 

quantum information. You’ve mentioned before about the question of communication, which is not 

just the transmission of information, it’s a vital force. 

EK: Exactly. 

 

Eduardo Kac: Uirapuru (1999. The flying telerobotic fish can be controlled both through a local 

interface and the Web 

http://www.ekac.org/hodibis.potax.html


RB: You also talk of inter-species communication, that our human communication is only one aspect 

of a whole range of communications. Can you expand a little more on that idea? 

EK: Communication is a process that does not depend on consciousness. I think consciousness is 

over-rated. That is because we have it, we need it, we like it, we use it, therefore it’s the greatest 

thing ever for us. Many other organisms do just fine without it. Sentience falls under the same 

category. You clip your nails and you feel no pain, so you know exactly what that means to be alive, 

right? Your nails are growing and to have a part of you that feels no pain you know exactly what that 

means. It’s a perfectly fine form of existence that works perfectly fine for your nails. I think that we 

have inherited a very top-down hierarchical way of looking at life. I look at life horizontally, as a 

spectrum, not as a vertical axis, as a hierarchical axis. I think of life as a spectrum. 

Are we special, we humans? Of course we are, but the eagles are special too, the fish are special, the 

plants are special, meaning that we are all different and we all have different ways of signalling to 

our own species and to other species things of interest to signal. We have a modern language, and 

it’s quite complex, and that’s great… for us! But our language doesn’t have a plan. If we were to 

study the way plants exchange molecules to communicate with each other, maybe we can find a 

way of producing something similar that would benefit those. In principle, in and of itself, it doesn’t 

help us either. I think that there is beauty in discovering; it’s quite humble to discover the fact that 

communication is a ubiquitous phenomenon among everything that lives. By communication, I do 

not mean the transmission of a very specific message with a teleological function, I mean simply the 

openness that enables the passage, the interaction between two realms; what Maturana calls a 

consensual domain, but not in terms of agreement, it’s a domain in which the ability to sense that 

each individual has, it opens a bridge into the sensing world of another. To me, that’s fundamentally 

what communication is. 

 

Eduardo Kac: Rara Avis (1996) 

http://www.ekac.org/raraavis.html


You mentioned quantum theory and quantum practice too, what scientists call the spooky ‘action at 

the distance’ phenomenon, which has enabled some scientists to do teleportation of quantum 

states. There are projects now to scale that up in a global scale that even involves satellites in outer 

space. Quantum practice, not just theory, but quantum networking, will be predicated in these very 

intriguing modes of interaction ‘at a distance’ forms of communication. Of course, you could try to 

send a message through it, which would project your intentionality over the system, but, at the very 

fundamental core level, there is communication ‘at a distance. Fundamentally what this all means is 

that we are culturally abandoning the traditional linear model and we are moving into a network 

model; cognitively, economically, socially, philosophically etcetera. We are moving into a mode of 

understanding things in the world that reveal the ultimate inter-connectiveness of it all. That is 

fascinating. 

RB: When you talk about networks I’m thinking of the Russian Constructivist Lissitzky, who took the 

term, ‘dematerialisation’, and how that relates to your ideas of networking and communication. 

EK: Lissitzky really had the foresight of understanding that the media of his time were leading to this 

new condition of dematerialisation that Lucy Lippard and Oscar Masotta decades later, understood 

to be experiencing a second wave of transformation because of television, which was in its very early 

experimental stages when Lissitzky wrote his text on dematerialisation. For all practical purposes, 

television was not around, radio was barely started when he wrote this. Television, and the new 

wave of image reproduction after the Second World War, invaded our homes and public spaces in 

the 1950’s and especially the 1960’s. This was followed by live television, cable T.V and a little 

further down the line, satellites. Dematerialisation was a phenomenon that characterised the 

Twentieth Century pretty much up until Masotta and Lippard in the late 60’s when they wrote the 

book. 

What I did already see happening in the early 1980’s, and wrote about it, is a different phenomenon, 

a phenomenon not of dematerialisation, not the loss of anything, not the undoing of anything. What 

I saw happening was a new beginning, the building of something, a true immaterial creation. We 

were already producing something through pixels and photons. My first digital poem led to my first 

holographic poem in 1983. If anything, what we experienced was a re-materialisation, which now is 

exploding pretty rapidly. 



 

Radio-controlled robot employed by Kac in 1986 as an exhibition host and as a performer. The robot 

was built by Cristovão Batista da Silva 

In 1986 I made my first telepresence robot, and I already identified at that point that there was a 

meme. It was too early but, because I had worked very intensely from 1982 to 85, creating these 

digital poems, holographic poems, having solo shows, organising exhibitions, I identified that, further 

down the line, the pervasive immateriality would lead to the perception of something that could not 

be achieved through that. I already perceived at that point that there were limits to this. I continued 

exploring it because it was fertile ground. What I mean is this, I was fascinated, very interested in 

exploring. I did many works along these lines, creating biological experiences, like we’re doing now 

on Skype, which didn’t exist back then. I had to make these networks, splice cables, sometimes open 

telephones and use phone couplers, all these things from those days to produce these biological 

interactions at a distance. Very often it was without sound, because the point was to use images as 

one would use sounds in the conversation, or text in a telegraphic exchange. 

How would you take the teleological syntax of our Skype conversation, but achieve that exclusively 

through images? I did this a lot. At the same time this revealed to me that there’s certain things that 

this mode, even though this mode of work opened up entirely new ground for experimentation, it 

also revealed limitations. I understood that I had to continue experimenting, because I hadn’t 

exhausted it. At the same time I realised that there were certain things that I could not do. For 

example, I could transmit something to you, I could modify something you sent me, even before it 

http://www.ekac.org/ornitorrincom.html


was formed, therefore revealing that the act of reception was a dynamic act, but I could not give you 

the sensation of being ‘here’. So, I invented ‘Telepresence Art’. I started to build robots that would 

allow you to have your own sense of presence in my own space. You found yourself in this invented 

body; you could physically interact with my physical surrounds. I started in 1986. There is this 

dialectic in my work that, the insight that leads me to something, there is a built-in insight that also 

unravels other opposite possibilities. 

 

Eduardo Kac: Telepresence Garment 

Quite often, I see a synthesis when I produce these two distinct possibilities. Often the process 

reveals to me a third path which might become a new direction that unravels in possibly the 

opposite direction. It’s not always like this, but in these early days, this question of 

dematerialisation, to me, was surpassed by already creating immaterial works, and also works of re-

materialisation. 

RB: Which brings us neatly onto the transgenic works. Can we talk a little bit about the early works 

of GFP K-9 and Genesis? 

EK: GFP K-9 (1998-ongoing) wasn’t really a work, it was a project. GFP K-9 became GFP 

Bunny(2000). GFP K-9 was not realised. What happens is that the public usually doesn’t see your 

schedules, they don’t know how your creative process went, how you changed your ideas. With GFP 

K-9 they did have an insight into my process, because it felt right. I don’t usually do this. If you look 

back in my trajectory, I would be very surprised if you found another example of a project that is 

disclosed prior to the existence of the actual finished piece, I don’t do that. But, at that moment, it 

felt like it was the correct thing. 



 

Eduardo Kac: Time Capsule (1997) 

It went like this. In 1997 I created Time Capsule and the term ‘Bio Art’, because I was very conscious 

of the fact that I had moved the whole question of digital, which I had been exploring for fifteen 

years continuously at that point, into the biological terrain. In 1998, I published in Leonardo a 

manifesto that explained more clearly what and why I wanted to do; what exactly I wanted to do, 

and why. The phrase ‘Transgenic Art’ was more precise about what I wanted to do under this larger 

umbrella of Bio Art. I created the term in 1997. 

Time Capsule does not involve Transgenics, but involves the growing of my natural tissue growth 

around the digital implant. The body becomes a hub. If you look closely, between 1997 and 2000, 

this was a very important sequence for me. 1997 is a point of departure with Time Capsule, and the 

coinage of the phrase. In 1998 I removed myself from the scene. I do very little in ’98. I study like a 

madman, I read copiously, and I emerge at the end of the year with this manifesto, having very 

clearly outlined my programme for the next decade. I gave an example of what would be my next 

frontier of work in this manifesto, in this text Transgenic Art. I explain that I wanted to create a 

small, domestic mammal, and make it glow. It ended up being a bunny later, but I felt that it was 

important in ’98 to be more precise about what I wanted to do. I made that exception because it 

was a very specific, important moment. 



 

Eduardo Kac: Genesis 

In 1999, I presented Genesis. If you look closely, Genesis has that dialectic with Time Capsule. InTime 

Capsule I introduce digital information in my body, and people through the internet can read it. I do 

pretty much the same thing with Genesis. I introduce digital information in the body of a living 

organism; not only can you read it, but you can modify it, so it’s one step forward, and likewise, you 

can externalise it. Time Capsule taught me an important lesson that led to Genesis, and then the 

manifesto in 1998 is what paved the way for GFP Bunny in 2000. So 1998 was a very intense year of 

foundation of this new discipline in art. 

RB: I remember the Leonardo article well at that time, and the manifesto you had written. You also 

mention that Alba is not so much an artwork, but it’s part of the GFP Bunny project, which you have 

described as a complex social event, and that’s been well documented over the years. How is that 

progressing now? 

 

Eduardo Kac: GFP Bunny – Alba 



EK: The most important thing about this is that we have such a long tradition of art-making. Art-

making precedes creative writing by thousands and thousands of years. If you compare the earliest – 

think of Homer and then cave paintings – that gives you a sense of how early we started to make 

images. Of course, art is completely linked with technological invention, because you have to look at 

the fruit and see in it a pigment to extract from it. We have such a long history of art-making. Up 

until the 1950’s, but mostly starting in the 1960’s with performance and conceptual art, we have 

made objects fundamentally; sculptures, paintings, prints. The tendency was for everyone to 

consider Alba an object. By signalling that the focus should not be on her as an object of 

observation, what I was initially trying to say is that she is a subject, not an object; she is a subject 

like you and I. Therefore, she participates, but not in an anthropomorphic manner. I’m not saying 

that she engaged in the conversation using language, or wrote a paper about it, that’s not what I 

mean by that, but you don’t choose to come into this world, and your parents cannot choose every 

single aspect of your physical body or your intellect. You don’t have a choice about your birth. But 

when you do exist it is to be hoped that conditions will be created for your existence to be a fruitful, 

joyful one. I think that is true also of the artwork. 

No creature, bunny or human, chooses to come into this world but, once she did come into this 

world, my hope was that she would have a nice life. Because of that celebrity status, there would be 

a demand for her to be seen somewhat. I wanted, for example, to design a jacket that I could take 

her to enjoy the landscape, or go to an opening, or hangout, or sleep, or make her comfortable, and 

at the same time be able to be part of social life. I was going to do a blog, a live webcam for her, all 

these things, and of course create the optimal conditions within the home. The most important thing 

about that was to signal that she was the subject, not an object of anything, of any kind. That, as you 

know, didn’t quite take the path that was expected because of the censorship that the lab imposed 

upon me. But that too became part of the complex social event; you can’t talk about biologicality 

and control everything. It’s unfortunate, because it would have been better for her and for me and 

everybody else if she had come home, as was originally agreed upon. The most important thing was 

that she would be a participant in the social event, in that non-anthropomorphic sense. That would 

give me the platform to make everyone aware of the fact that she’s not an object, she’s a subject. 



 

Eduardo Kac: The Eighth Day 2001(dome view) 

RB: The other work in the creation trilogy, The Eighth Day (2001), investigates this new transgenic 

ecology that’s evolving worldwide, with crops, cotton, even recently with scientists talking about 

fluorescent creatures that attempt to advance research into life-threatening illnesses. Do you think 

that we are in the midst of this great transgenic evolution? And what implications are there for 

transgenic mammals in socialising with other members of their species? 

EK: One of the most interesting effects of the consequences, or cultural effects of the creation of 

new transgenic life, is the recognition of the already existing transgenic life. The human genome 

project has shown that we humans have DNA from viruses and bacteria which we have acquired in 

the history of evolution, which makes us transgenic. That’s what you call a creature that has DNA 

from another creature, transgenic. Recent scholarship has also demonstrated that we have cells that 

come from an individual, other than our parents. We have cells that come entirely from our 

mothers, meaning they have DNA from her parents. Creatures that have cells from other creatures 

like them are called Chimeras, but we have that in smaller amounts, so we are what scientists call, 

Microchimeras. If you add to that the fact that our bodies are composed of ten times more bacterial 

cells than human cells, (we have ten trillion human cells and a hundred trillion bacterial cells). What 

we are is mostly bacterial mass, composed in the smaller percentage of human material, composed 

of microchimeric and transgenic elements So, more than speculating on the future of newly created 

transgenic creatures, I think we have to pause and take a moment here to consider that our 

fantasises about what constitutes a human has to give way to an entirely new understanding of the 

human body as an ecological niche, in which many different beings coexist. If we can accept that, 

and understand the philosophical implications of that, and of course also the medical implications of 

that, which are profound, then I think you are prepared to engage in the conversation about the 

future of evolution, which forcibly includes the newly created transgenic beings. 



 

Eduardo Kac, Cypher, DIY transgenic kit with Petri dishes, agar, nutrients, streaking loops, pipettes, 

test tubes, synthetic DNA, booklet, 33 x 43 cm, 2009. 

RB: You have stated that, in all your Bio Art and transgenic work, from Genesis to Cypher (2009), that 

they all explore our perceptions of what is natural and what is monstrous. What do you mean by 

this? 

EK: The fact that we have, as I was saying, preconceived notions. The monster is always the other. 

There’s nothing wrong with you, the monster is always somebody else. Now, if you were to describe 

to an unsuspecting passer-by that you recently came across a creature that had about ten percent 

human cellular mass, ninety percent bacterial mass, was partially chimeric and had transgenic 

elements deep inside its chromosomes, they would call that a monster, and yet you are talking 

about a human being! 

Monstrosity is in the eye of the beholder, so we have to reconsider this demonization of the other 

that informs our daily experience, based on ancient understanding of what constitutes the human. 

Of course, by saying this I am not saying that we shall only look at a human from a bacterial stand 

point. Humans are not to be reduced exclusively to their physical substrate. But, there is a 

philosophical message to be extracted from the insight that the human body is not discontinuous in 

relation to the environment; we are a walking ecological niche in which many different life forms 

coexist. This coexistence of multiplicities has often been described as monstrous. And yet, human 

purity is a complete fantasy. 

In light of that, we could either say that humans are monstrous, or what we used to call monsters, 

have to be seen in a different light. In a sense, just as networking is evolving into the model that will 

help us understand the interconnectedness of it all, when we think of life in its complexity, the last 

thing we need is prejudice. It’s social prejudice, but it’s also ideological prejudice that leads us to 



develop these concepts that leads us to unwillingly project ideologies over science. So, it’s a word of 

caution that we shall not rush judgement. We need to recognise the subjectivity of others and we 

need to think of a future in which all different forms of life can coexist. 

 

Eduardo Kac: The Eighth Day 

RB: So, in many ways, your artwork, and creating new life, is actually questioning, or redefining the 

meaning of the word ‘life’? 

EK: That too, but I think most importantly I’m trying to do, in a sense, what I tried to do in 1982. I 

didn’t want to reflect the new culture, I wanted to precipitate it, I wanted to make it happen now. 

The artwork becomes the space in which I can give you, in the present time, the lived experience of 

the future. By bringing new life forms into the world, and doing my very best to create conditions in 

which they are acknowledged, they are appreciated, they are respected, they are treated seriously. 

It is a strong message that I hope to be sending towards the future, that today you begin recognising 

that you yourself are mostly made of bacterial cells, that you are transgenic, that they are 

microchimeric. Tomorrow your neighbour could be a real clone, tomorrow your kid’s classmate 

could have received a transgenic gene during pregnancy because otherwise, if it didn’t, he wouldn’t 

be able to live a fulfilling life. The kid may have been transgenic in the synthetic sense, and his 

teacher could be a clone, for example. We need to start thinking about this reality, not because of 

science fiction, this is not a delirious science fiction, this is simply the fact that cloning will be 

another reproductive technology, just as IVF, and transgenics will be used as therapy. 



 

Eduardo Kac, Natural History of the Enigma, transgenic flower with artist’s own DNA expressed in the 

red veins, 2003/2008. Collection Weisman Art Museum. Photo: Rik Sferra. 

That future is not necessarily so distant. We have to start thinking about the fact that society will be 

populated by individuals that shall not be discriminated simply because your parents chose this 

particular reproductive method over another, or because they received this particular genetic 

treatment during pregnancy, rather than somebody who didn’t. My work is about the non-human, 

it’s about the communication and the social interaction between humans and non-humans. It’s also 

a beacon, a message in a bottle for the future, that evolution itself is evolving. The last thing we 

need, once again, is prejudice. 

RB: So, the use of biobots in works such as The Eighth Day, which is a continuation of your earlier 

work with telerobotics, involving telepresence and biorobotics, it becomes a ‘coming together’, 

asking humans to take themselves out and to look at something from another point of view. Is that 

part of your future work as well? 

EK: The Eighth Day concludes my trajectory with telepresence because I already used it in Genesis. It 

was a very specific, surgical use of telepresence in Genesis. I already used it in Time Capsule,because 

you could activate remotely the scanner with a robotic finger. I started to explore telepresence in 

1986, and Time Capsule is from 2001. That’s fifteen years. The Eighth Day was not about 

telepresence anymore. 



 

Eduardo Kac; Move 36 

  

Telepresence, at that point to me, had become an element that I could use in other works. In 1986 

to 1989, these things you couldn’t buy, so I had to build the robot to do the work, and to make the 

medium to make the work with. All of my robots were specially created, specifically created for the 

work; none of them are purchased. But, I felt that I was moving away from engaging primarily with 

these modalities of communication and I wanted to go more and more towards the subject itself. So, 

if you look at Move 36 (2002/04), there’s still a spatially immersive quality to that work, and the 

plant is a component of it, but it is no longer telepresence. If you look at the works that followed, 

they are just the living entities. I have been, in a sense, distilling my vocabulary, seeking to produce 

bio-artworks in which, above anything else, there is a one-to-one encounter; you and the living 

being, nothing more. 

RB: Which brings me onto my final question, about what you are working on now, and your future 

work? 

EK: I cannot talk about the bio-artwork that I’m working on because it could take ten years, it could 

take twenty years, it may never happen! You understand that I have behind me nearly 4 billion years 

of evolution. To create new life is not trivial. And, because I am not interested in reproducing what 

has already been done, there is no guarantee that I will be able to do what I want. Since it’s not a 

habit of mine to talk about work that does not exist, I will simply say that I am working on a piece of 



Bio Art, have been working on a piece of Bio Art for many years, but have nothing else to say, or to 

show, for the moment. 

However, since it’s not possible for any artist to spend ten, twenty years on a single piece and not do 

anything else because your mind just takes you in different directions, I have also, lately, for the last 

three years or so, been developing what I call, ‘Olfactory Art’. I recently had a solo show in Paris at 

the gallery, and these were works that were at the show. All these compositions are mine, and they 

are not perfumes, they are all artworks, but they are artworks for you to experience through 

olfaction. They’re not perfumes, they’re invented scents. I’ve been developing this lately and my 

interest is not to recreate something that you already know. For example, the smell of sweat, or the 

smell of pumpkin, I’m not interested in that. I’m interested in creating compositions that stimulate 

your imagination, but without guiding you in terms of where to go with it. So, in other words, an 

inner olfactory art. 

I haven’t seen that done, so it’s been an adventure. 

RB: We shall see what happens! 

EK: Yeah, we’ll resume the conversation again in ten years! 

 


